CARROT, CHEESE AND SULTANA PINWHEELS

Ingredients:
- 4 carrots
- 1 tub cream cheese
- 2 cups grated cheese
- 1 cup sultanas
- 1 loaf bread - unsliced

Equipment:
- rolling pin
- sharp knives/cutting boards
- grater
- cup measurements
- mixing bowls
- Spoons/butter knives

Method:

1. Grate carrots, put in small bowl.
2. Measure all other ingredients putting in separate bowls.
3. Cut crusts off loaf, then cut loaf lengthwise into 5 equal slices.
5. Spread slices with cream cheese-leaving a small border.
6. Top with thin layer of cheese/carrot and sultanas.
7. Roll up, then cut into 6, arrange on serving trays.